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Latin Masses & Devotions in May
Wednesday, 1st May Feast of St. Joseph the workman
Priv. Votive Mass of the Sacred Heart of Jesus+ comm.
Friday, 3rd May
SS. Alexander, Eventius, Theodulus & Juvenal, MM
Privileged Votive Mass of the Immaculate Heart of Mary
Saturday, 4th May
+ comm.. St. Monica, Widow
th
Second Sunday after Easter (Good Shepherd Sunday
Sunday 5 May
Feast of St. Antoninus, Bishop & Conf. + commem. SS.
Friday, 10th May
Gordian & Epimachus, MM.
Sunday, 12th May Third Sunday after Easter (Mothers' Day).
Friday, 17th May
Feast of St. Paschal Baylon, Conf.
Sunday, 19th May Fourth Sunday after Easter
Friday, 24th May
Unprivileged Votive Mass of the Holy Cross
th
Sunday 26 May
Fifth Sunday after Easter
Thursday, 30th May Ascension Thursday.
Friday, 31st May
Feast of the Coronation of the Blessed Virgin Mary.

Time Celebrant
10.30 a.m.
9.00 a.m.
10.30 a.m.
Noon
9.00 a.m.

Fr. Domotor

Noon
9.00 a.m.
Noon
9.00 a.m.
Noon.
10.30 a.m.
9.00 a.m.

PRAYER INTENTIONS:
Miscellaneous Intentions:
For the sick and suffering (see also Parish Bulletin):
For our Priest, Bishop and the Holy Father.
Mr. Frank Domotor
Mrs. Agnes Berard
For vocations to the Priesthood and Consecrated Life.
Mrs. Mary Lawson
Miss Lorna Cue
For persecuted Christians in the world
Mrs. Christine Stornebrink
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Special Prayer Requests
Please pray for Miss Lorna Cue, who will undergo a very serious operation in the coming weeks
and also for Mrs. Mary Lawson, who has been transferred to the Priory on Goldstream Ave.,
in Langford. They greatly appreciate, and have expressed their thanks, for your prayers.

NEWS
1. Support for our Seminarians
We have recently donated $500 from our Seminarian Fund. This money is raised in exchange for food
and drinks which are made available after our Sunday Masses, and also through the sale of veils and
books.
We encourage everyone attending the Sunday Latin Mass to go downstairs to the hall below the Church
for refreshments and fellowship with other members of the Traditional Latin Mass community. There you
can also buy veils through Miss Frances Lally. On the first Sunday of each month, we also sell secondhand and some new books. The next occasion for this will be Sunday, 5th May.

In addition to offering financial support, we must also pray much for vocations to the priesthood
and religious life. The Church is in great need of holy priests, and many of them. Today, they
are largely attending those seminaries that follow the traditional path of formation, which
includes intense training in established theology, Thomistic philosophy, and patristics. They also
learn liturgical science and Latin and how to offer the Traditional Latin Mass and administer the
Sacraments in accordance with the 1962 rubrics.
2. An invitation from the Editor of the Remnant Newspaper
Join the Remnant League of the Sacred Heart
The great Catholic counterrevolutionaries in history fought
under the banner of the Sacred Heart. From the Vendeans
in France, to the Cristeros in Mexico, to the Carlists in
Spain.
And now we do likewise in the worldwide Traditional Catholic
movement.
We're very excited to invite friends and allies of "The
Remnant" to become members of The Remnant League of
the Sacred Heart.
If you promise at least to spread devotion to the Sacred Heart of
Jesus, we will send you this beautiful champlevé enamel goldplated pin for free. Pins are 1/2 inch in
height.
Several people in our community are already wearing the pin.
For further information go to the following website.
https://remnantnewspaper.com/web/index.php/articles/item/4089-announcing-the-remnant-leagueof-the-sacred-heart-new-remnant-underground
Information sheets will be available on the Book Sales table in the hall on 5th May.
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3. Family and Life
World Congress of Families Fights Back Against the New Anti-Christ Europe. Italy, Russia,
Hungary, Moldova and Poland Sign Up to Defend Christian Civilization.
https://edition.cnn.com/2019/03/31/europe/verona-world-congress-of-families-intl/index.html
Dr. Chojnowski: In this sign of the emergence of some
militant resistance to the anti-Christian anti-Natural
forces that have taken over Europe over the past 30
years, the World Congress of Families has situated itself
in Verona, Italy, a city which has declared itself a ProLife City. The article from CNN linked to above is very
informative and encouraging, if you can wade through
the name-calling and labelling that is their only rational
argument against such a common sense movement. The
"balanced" article sticks the word "hate" on the entire
movement before the movement is considered in its
issues and the variety of its national manifestations. As expected, the strange feminist, pro-abortion, and
pro-sodomite opposition is high-lighted in this article. Thank the Good God that there are whole European
nations which are rising up and saying that they will not accept the perverse and twisted world that these
anti-christ forces wish to submerge us all in. To avoid all political correctness, ADTRAN Thomist
declares itself supportive of the objectives of the World Congress of Families and against the perversities
supported by their opponents and detractors.

4. Birthright Plant Sales in May
Birthright is holding its Annual Plant Sale in May to raise funds to maintain support for pregnant
mothers in distress. Posters have been placed, providing times and locations, on the bulletin
boards in the vestibule of the church and near the side entrance of the building.
You can support Birthright by dropping off your donations of seedlings or plants on the Fridays
before the Saturdays on which the sales are being held, namely:
Locations
Drop-off Date & Time
Plant Sale Date & Time
Our Lady of the Rosary Parish May 3, from 3 – 5 p.m.
May 4, from 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
St. Elizabeth Parish
May 10, from 3 – 6 p.m.
Mau 11, from 8 a.m.- 1 p.m.
St. Patrick Parish
May 10, from 3 – 5 p.m.
May 11, from 9 a.m.–1 p.m.
For further information please see the posters or contact Mrs. Peggy Chapeskie .

LITURGY
This month we shall have two extra Masses in addition to the regular Friday and Sunday Masses.
They are the feast of St. Joseph the Workman onWednesday 1st. May and the Feast of the
Ascension of our Blessed Lord on Thursday, 30th May,.
The month of May is dedicated to the Blessed Virgin Mary. The feastday of her Coronation as
Queen of Heaven and Earth is 31st May. It falls on a Friday, a day of our regular Mass.
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SCIENCE AND RELIGION1
It is important that one understand the real reason for the precipitous decline of the influence of
the Catholic Church in the world today and what led to this decline. Most are aware of the rapid
increase in apostacy, the de-Christianisation of the Western World, and the scandals that have
weakened the influence of the Church. Many blame the Vatican II documents and the Novus
Ordo Mass for this decline and those influences have certainly contributed a great deal to the
problems. The deeper reasons for the decline in faith and morals go farther back into history.
The waning influence of the Church is strongly tied to the growing tension between science and
religion which began in the seventeenth century. The publication of Sir Isaac Newton’s Principia
in 1687, describing his famous laws of mechanics, offered new insights into planetary motion.
Galileo observed smaller bodies rotating around the planet Jupiter and, given that, he
hypothesized that the earth might similarly be rotating about the much bigger sun.
Although his hypothesis could not be proved right or wrong until about 250 year later, it began
the idea started to cause tension between science and religion. Galileo’s views of the world, if
true, implied that the Earth would no longer be at the centre of universe, rather, its place at
centre would be occupied by the sun. Such a change in the conception of the universe, from
geocentric to heliocentric, conflicts with the accounts presented in Biblical teachings,
especially in the book of Genesis. St. Robert Cardinal Bellarmine correctly concluded that either
view could in principle be scientifically correct but at that time there was no way of proving
which view must be right. Finally, experiments conducted by Michelson and Morley in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century, proved that the geocentric view was the correct one. That
troubled many in the scientific community because it could hardly be a coincidence that the earth
was put in the centre of the universe. This suggested a Designer had placed it there. Richard
Lewontine, speaking for the scientific community, said “We cannot allow a Divine Foot in the
Door.” A designer’s universe implies the existence of a Creator, God. Fortunately for those
depressed scientists, a genius, a wizard by the name of Albert Einstein came to their rescue. He
developed a theory of Special Relativity in 1905 to try to disqualify Michelson results. That
theory, being inadequate to displace the geocentric view, he then formulated his General
Relativity theory in 1916 to disqualify classical mechanics and thereby reject Michelson’s test
results.
In his latest book2 Dr. Wolfgang Smith first shows that Einstein’s two Theories of Relativity
have no basis in Science; that in fact, classical physics has no need for Einstein’s theory; that his
theory is actually wrong and that it was invented purely for ideological reasons, to keep God out
of picture.
This is a mere snapshot of an on-going war between the Truth of the Catholic Faith and the false
scientistic claims that atheists try to make against religion. It is a battle for the souls.
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This article is a continuation of the one on p.4 of the previous (April) Newsletter, tiled Did you Know?
Physics and Vertical Causation – The End of Quantum Reality.
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